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This paper investigates how Hausa places a tonal interpretation on stress in
English borrowings. A key intermediary in this process is the tonal foot, which is
maximally disyllabic. Tonal feet are of two kinds, in complementary distribution
in the data. One is interpreted as HL, or falling-toned, the other as High-toned.
The analysis represents a significant advance over the less highly structured view
that a simple substitution algorithm replaces stresses with tones, e.g., High tone
for-stressed syllables and Low tone for unstressed. This provides a boost for the
status of the tonal foot as a prosodic constituent. The analysis also has
implications for Hausa non-loan word phonology in that it suggests a natural
reinterpretation of claims made by Newman and Jaggar [1989].

1. Introduction

This paper investigates how Hausa interprets English borrowings tonally. Hausa
has High and Low lexical tones but no phonological stress, while English has no
lexical tones but quite an intricate system of lexical stress. The data for this paper
are 335 examples of English borrowings from Roxana Newman's English-Hausa
dictionary [Newman 1990] and from a list compiled by Abdullahi Bature. Added
to these are another dozen words ending in falling tones supplied by Paul
Newman. I follow the standard practice of marking Low tones for Hausa with a
grave accent, Falling tones with a circumflex accent, and leaving High tones
unmarked.
The main factor governing tone in Hausa borrowings from English is the
position of main stress in the English source word (compare garan(jj 'guarantee'

• I am grateful to my colleagues Abdullahi Bature and Paul Newman for sharing their data on
Hausa borrowed words and to Firmin Ahoua for giving a careful reading and suggesting changes.
I am also indebted to an anonymous reviewer for extremely valuable suggestions for the analysis.
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vs. gaadimi 'gardener'). In most cases, English main stress is interpreted as a
High prominence peak in Hausa, as shown by the examples in (1).
(1) a.

b.

c.

H-L
sooja
faakin
ciizal
ootis
raaket

'soldier'
'parking'
'chisel'
'office'
'racket'

(L)-L-HL
rasft
kaset
raialii, laf8rii
tanj8rin

'receipt'
'cassette'
'referee'
'tangerine'

L-H-L
s)mint)i
kamashoo
rakoodaa
kwamandaa

'cement'
'conunission'
'recorder'
'commander'

The examples in (1a) are the simplest. Disyllabic English words with initial
main stress tend overwhelmingly to be interpreted as H-L in Hausa. The examples
in (lb) illustrate how English words with final stress are normally interpreted.
The fmal syllable is HL, and all preceding syllables are L. If the English word is
stressed on the final syllable and an extra vowel is added at the end in its
borrowed form, as with (1c) slmint)i 'cement', then the word receives a penultimate H tone, like the remaining words in (1c), whose English sources have
penultimate stress, while the remaining syllables are L.
But it would be very wrong to conclude from this that English stress corresponds to Hausa H, and that other syllables are rendered as L. This would not
generalize properly to most Hausa words other than those in the narrow categories in (1). For one thing, Hausa interprets some English words as having two
stresses, as in (2), where two H tones appear, in each case followed by a L tone.
(2) a.

caaIlootis
fasa ootis
hemmaslaa
heDkaflaa
iyaakwandishin
laas)flikaa
g. lankiifaa

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

'charge office'
'post office'
'headmaster'
'helicopter'
'air condition'
'loud speaker'

'timekeeper'
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These examples happen to be analyzed in English as compounds,! but the data in
(3), which behave identically, show that it is not English compound structure, but
rather what is interpreted as stress to the right of main stress, that determines the
behavior of these words. We see from (3a,b,c,f) that a syllable of the form CVt
to the right of main stress (where V can be either long or short) 'is frequently
interpreted as stressed, even though English speakers in general do not perceive
any stress on the final syllables of these words.
(3) a. as}biti.

h.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

caakUleeti
kirslmat'i
ku1l'ibeelaa
laabUraaree
singl1eeti.
sUkoolashlf

'hospital'
'chocolate'
'Christtnas'
'cultivator'
'library'
'singlet'
'scholarship'

The English source words in (2) and (3) all begin with main stress. In (3g),
the English cluster [sk], which is not permissible in Hausa, undergoes epenthesis,
and the epenthetic vowel [ul becomes Low-toned by a process to be described
below. In all but one of these examples, the English main stress is rendered in
Hausa as a High tone. The subsequent secondary stress is also rendered in Hausa
as a High tone, as is any syllable of the form CVt, where t represents the
consonant 1. Examples (2a) through (2d) have a secondary stress on the
penultimate syllable, which is rendered by a Hausa penultimate High tone.
Note that Hausa inserts a vowel to make the second syllable of (2f) 1aaslfiikaa
'loudspeaker' but does not do this in (2g) lankiifaa 'timekeeper'. This is because
the epenthesis rule is governed by the syllable structure constraints of Hausa,
which permit the eve of tan to be interpreted as a syllable but not the evve
sequence 1aas.

2. Tonal feet
Example (2g) tankiifaa is particularly revealing, because it shows that HL can be
inserted even on a single syllable, a sign that stress is not simply interpreted as a
High tone. The same can be said for the final stressed cases in (lb) above. What
unites these cases is that there is a single syllable that must bear a HL sequence.
This suggests that the Hausa interpret English stress not as a High tone but as a
HL sequence. It also suggests that this tonal interpretation applies not to the
stressed syllable per se but rather to units that may contain one syllable, e.g., the
first syllable of (2g) tankiifaa, as well as to units containing two syllables, like
! 'Helicopter' is not etymologically a compound,
the compound pseudo-element 'copter'.

but a common naive analysis treats it as having
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the last two syllables of tankiifaa. I will refer to such units as tonal feet. Zec
[1994] introduces the term to account for Serbo-Croatian tone and stress. Here,
where English stress is being interpreted tonally, the notion comes in very handy.
Examples from (1) have just one tonal foot, while those in (2) and (3) have
two, as shown in (4), with tonal feet delimited by square brackets.

(4)

[sooja]
ra[slt]
sl[mintli]
[caajl] [OOllS]
[tan ][kiifaa]
[ aSI][bitl]

'soldier' (la)
'receipt' (1 b)
'cement' (1c)
'charge office' (2)
'timekeeper (2)
'hospital' (3)

These examples illustrate that tonal feet begin with a "stressed" syllable and are
exactly two syllables long in most cases. They are one syllable long if the foot
begins with the final syllable of the word, as in ra[slt], or if the foot is immediately followed by another foot, as in [tanJ[kiifaa]. Thus, here are the basic
characteristics of tonal foot formation in Hausa borrowings from English:
(5)

Tonal Foot Formation
a. The left edge of the tonal foot coincides with what is interpreted
as stress in English. This includes main stress, secondary stress,
and syllables of the from CV t .
b. The tonal foot is binary wherever possible. However, tonal feet
do not overlap. If a domain includes the left edge of a tonal foot,
then it cannot serve as the right edge of another tonal foot.

.

If secondary stress is to the left of English main stress, then the secondary
stress tends to be ignored in foot formation, as in the examples in (6), which are
treated as parallel to sl[mintli], but with additional unfooted syllables on the left.
(6)

manta[leetaa]
iUroofa[gandaa]

'mentholatum'
'propaganda '

On the other hand, sometimes main stress in English is ignored when there is a
secondary stress to the right. In (7) are examples that would be expected to
behave like those in (2) and (3), but instead behave like those in (6). The data in
(2), (3), and (7) exhaust the examples of this type in the corpus. Examples of the
pattern of (2) and (3) outnumber those in (7) by two to one.

Tonalfeet and the adaption of English borrowings into Hausa
(7)

kaafireetoo
kwatamastaa
mitkUroofoo
Oogimeezila
sUkkUdJreeMa
gwinnna-janar
katMiilaa
taafireetaa
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'carburetor'
,quartennaster'
'microphone'
'organizer'
'screw driver'
, governor-general'
'Caterpillar tractor'
'typewriter'

The other generalization that can be made about the tonal feet posited thus far
is that they are assigned the tone pattern HL. Evidence for an additional tone
pattern will be presented in the next section.
One word whose pattern is not predicted correctly is laskoofur' lance
corporal'. One would expect the first syllable to have either a falling tone, as in
tiinkiifaa, or a Low tone, as in sa am anja a 'sergeant major'.

3. Another kind of tonal foot
Disyllabic English words with initial stress are ordinarily rendered in Hausa with
the pattern HL, as seen in (la). This makes it tempting to expect a simple
correspondence between stress and tone, with High tone corresponding to English
stress on the first syllable of a foot, and Low tone equaling stresslessness on the
second syllable of a foot. But this correspondence is far from exact. English
stress does not always correlate with Hausa High tone, as shown by examples like
kalandaa 'calendar', samfaifaa 'sand paper', sIIimaa 'cinema', and slniimaa,
'cinema'. These examples also show that stresslessness does not always correspond
to Low tone. The same is also shown by the examples in (8). They constitute a
somewhat diverse group because they correspond to English words as short as
two syllables and as long as four. But they share the key property of having two
successive High-toned syllables in Hausa, against only one stressed syllable in the
English source. Associating Low tone with stresslessness would result in fonns
such as those in the middle column, which are not attested.

(8)

baasukUr
fankeeke 2
gwabnatl 3
hankid
kaabeeji

*baasUkiIr
*fankeeke
*gwabnatl
*hankki
*kaabeejI

'bicycle'
'pancake'
'government'
'handkerchief'
'cabbage'

2 TIlls form is from Bature's list. Newman [1990] gives fankeeke, with the tone pattern HLL,
which is anomalous, both in the present account and, as far as I can tell, in relation to the
remaining borrowed words in that source.
3 This form is from Bature's list. Newman [1990) gives gwamnau.
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(8) continued
kaafintaa
kwalarita
kwaJbafl
kwaJeejI
kyamarita
laasiisl
maaJeejI
maasinja
makaanikee
manajit4
ministaa
naajeeriyita
raskwanaa
reediyoo
sitkitteeriyita
laafinla
warantl

*kaarmlaa
*kwalitrita
*kwalbitfi
*kwaleejI
*kyamarita
*laasiisl
*maaJeejI
*maaslnja
*mitkaamkee
*manitjit
*minlslita
*naajeeriyita
*raskwanita
*reediyoo
*sitkitteerlyita
*laaflnta
*waritntl

'carpenter'
'cholera'
'culvert'
'college'
'camera'
'license'
'mileage'
'messenger'
'mechanic'
'manager'
'minister'
'Nigeria'
'ready reckoner'
'radio'
'secretariat'
'interpreter'
'warrant'

These cases bring up a new generalization about the tonal interpretation of
English stress. To find out what it is, let us apply the rules of tonal foot
formation from (5) to the cases in (8). This results in the foot structures in (9).
(9)

[baasu}kUr
[fankee}ke
[gwabna}t1
[hanki]d
[kaabeelJI
[kaabeelJI
[kaafin}lita
[kwaJa}rita

[kwalba)t}
[kwaleeh}
[kyama}raa
[Jaasii]sl
[maalee]jI
[maasinlia
ma[kaani}kee
[mana]jit

[minis]tita
nita[jeeri}yita
[raskwa]naa
[reedi]yoo
sitka[teeri]yita
[taafin]ta
[waran}O

The striking tonal generalization in (9) is that everything within the foot is High,
while everything outside the foot is Low.
It is easy to reconcile this generalization with what we have seen earlier. The
tonal feet seen earlier, which were HL, are in complementary distribution with
those in (9). Those in (9) occur before unfooted material, while those in (4) and
(6) occur either word-finally or before another foot. Representative examples
appear in (10). The distribution of H vs. HL in these cases suggests the rule
formulated in (11).

4 This form is from Bature' s list. Ne\\<TIlaIl [1990] gives manajaa. with a long fmal vowel.
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(10)

[sooja]
ra[slt]
sl[mintli]
[tiin][kiifaa]
[asl][bitU
fUroofa[gandaa]
[maasin]ja
naa[jeeri}yaa

(11)

Tone assigrunent
before unfooted material;
tonal foot> H
tonal foot> HL elsewhere
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By the standard rules of tone association of auto segmental phonology stated in
(12) (Goldsmith [1979], as modified by Pul1eyblank [1986]), we get the associations in (13).
(12)

i. Within a tonal foot, assign the first tone to the first TBU, the
second to the second, and so on.
ll. Within a tonal foot, every TBU must have a tone, and every tone
must be assigned to a TBU.
iii. Association lines do not cross.

(13)

[sooja]
1 I

HL
[asiJ[biti]
1 1 II

ra[sit}

si[mintii}
1 1

/\

H L

HL
furoofa[gandaa]
I 1

H

H L HL

[tanJ[kiifaa}
1 1
/\

L

HL

HL

[maasin]ja
\ /

naa[jeeri]yaa
\ /

H

H

Since the default tone is L, the result will be the tone patterns in (14).
(14)

[sooja]
I I

ra[sit]
1/\

si[mintii]
1 1 1

[tanJ[kiifaa]
/\ 1 I

HL

LHL

LH L

HL

[asi][bil1}
I I II

furoofa[gandaa}
I I I I
I

[maasin]ja
I
\ /

H L HL

LLL H L

H

L

HL

naa[jeeri}yaa
I \ /
I

L

H

L
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We may trace the HL Hausa feet to the corresponding English constituents
with normal falling intonation. Interestingly, though, Hausa also includes an additional kind of foot with a level High tone.

4. Independent evidence
We have yet to motivate an account of tonal assigrunent to epenthetic vowels, but,
as we will see, the analysis outlined above correctly predicts the tonal realizations
of many different borrowed forms containing epenthetic vowels. Consider the
penultimate vowels in (15), which all behave similarly.

(15)

asambUJee
asklrln
caakUlet
coodlan5
msfansaree
firaamaree
fursima
inglla
lootaree
naasaree
reeluwee
siglna
talglram

'assembly'
'ice cream'
'chocolate'
'torch light'
'dispensary ,
'primary school'
'prisoner'
'England'
'lottery'
'nursery'
'railway'
'tum signal'
'telegram'

The penultimate vowel of asklrln, caakiIlet, coocllan, inglla, reeliiwee, siglna,
and taIglram is clearly epenthetic. The same can perhaps be said of the corresponding vowels of fursiIna, Iootaree, and naasaree, given that British English
was the likely model for these words.
For these examples, we need to consider whether Tonal Foot Formation
applies to the output of epenthesis or whether epenthesis applies only after the
construc-tion of tonal feet and assigrunent of tone.
If Hausa feet were built on the epenthesized structures, they would resemble
the ones in (9) that did not undergo epenthesis. The first two syllables would be
interpreted as a tonal foot. Because it is followed by an unfooted syllable, the
tonal foot would be H, and the unfooted syllable would be made L by default. The
sample in (16) illustrates an incorrect derivation.

(16)

[ingiJla
\ /

I

H L

*[ingiJla

compare

[maasinlia from (9)

V

I

H L

5 1his fonn is from Bature' s list. Newman [1990) gives toociian, with the same tone pattern.
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But this result is avoided by building Hausa foot structure directly onto the
English-based model before epenthesis applies, as in (17).
(17)

ingJa >

[in]gJa >

[in]giIa > [in]giJa
I
I
Y
H
H L

In general, then, Foot Formation applies to the unepenthesized structures.
There are, however, a few special cases that require special treatment. The word
likita 'doctor' has exactly the tone pattern that we wished to avoid in (16), but as
an anonymous reviewer has noted, the segmental shape is also anomalous if we
regard this item as having been borrowed directly from English. A more
plausible source of this word is a language such as Yoruba, through which words
of English origin like kwabOo 'penny' (from 'copper'), suJee 'shilling', and tiiui
'street' came into Hausa. Two other entries on Bature's list, asimaa6 'asthma' and
kitikaa 'kit car' also have this tone pattern. jikita, with many segmental
differences distinguishing it from the apparent source word 'doctor', no doubt
has become a separate Hausa lexical entry. If its three syllables are underlying,
then the analysis of words in (9) like maasinja would predict the HHL pattern
attested on Iikita. It is not clear, however, why this happens with asimaa and
kitikaa.
Before we examine how Hausa treats epenthetic vowels in initial syllables, it is
instructive to observe first how two distinct English stress patterns give rise to
LHL in Hausa borrowings.

5. The special problem of LHL words
Consider the two sets of LHL words in (18)-(19) in relation to their English
sources. The set in (18) is an exhaustive list of the LHL words in the corpus that
correspond to an English word with no stress on the first syllable and main stress
on the second syllable.? These words are correctly described by the principles in
(5), (11), and Default Low Insertion, as in the derivation in (20).

6 This form is from Bature's list. Newman [1990] gives asmaa, with no epenthetic vowel.
7 A related but somewhat special case is kaiandaa 'calendar', which is apparently interpreted as if
it had main stress on the second syllable in English rather than the first. Perhaps the heavy second
syllable following a light initial syllable is responsible. However, this explanation does not account
for sllimaa 'cinema' (from Newman's [1990] dictionary), which exhibits the same shift.
Interestingly, Paul Newman provides a variant slniimaa whose second syllable is lengthened in

Hausa.
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(18)

itkantaa
daaralda
ffIrfeelaa
foomeekaa
kaashiyaa
kamashoo
kwamandaa
kwamfyuutaa
lattanim
ritkoodfta
siifeetoo
Slrinjii
tiyaataa

'accountant'
'director'
'propeller'
'formica'
'cashier'
'corrunission'
'commander'
'computer'
'lieutenant'
'recorder'
'inspector'
'syringe'
'theatre'

(19)

kaJandfta
samfaifaa
sWmaa
slniimaa

'calendar'
'sand paper'
'cinema'
'cinema'

(20)

a[kantaaJ

>

a[kantaaJ
a[kantaaJ
I I > I I
I

H

L

LH L

The cases in (19) are anomalous. Judging from those in (8) and (9), these
ought to be High on the first two syllables, like [manajja and [minisjtaa, since
their English models have initial stress. The foot structure ought to be as in (21),
and, because the foot is non-rmal in the word, it ought to have a level High tone.
Certainly, we would not expect it to be Low-High, as is actually attested, since
this tone pattern has not been found on any other foot of Hausa borrowings.
(21)

[kaJanJdaa
[samfaijfaa
[sIliJmaa
[sIniilmaa

'calendar'
'sand paper'
'cinema'
'cinema'

The explanation for these forms is not readily apparent, but see footnote 8 for a
suggestion.
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6. Epenthetic vowels in initial syllables
To motivate an analysis of words whose initial syllable has an epenthetic vowel, it
is useful to compare them to words that have no epenthetic vowels at all. A subset
of such words from (18) is provided in (22) below.
(22)

itkantaa
ditarakta
fitrfeelaa
foomeekaa
kaashiyaa
kitmashoo
kwitmandita
kwitmfyuutaa
litftanim
ritkoodita

'accountant'
'director'
'propeller'
'formica'
'cashier'
'commission'
'commander'
'computer'
'lieutenant'
'recorder'

For words whose first syllable has an epenthetic vowel in Hausa, the corpus
shows two patterns, illustrated in the two sets of data in (23) and (24). Most
entries appear both on Bature's list and in Newman's [1990] dictionary. In case of
discrepancies, Bature's (more recent) entry is listed in the main column of the
table, Newman's variant in braces to the right. Differences are omitted if they do
not involve tone and probably involve transcription practice rather than linguistic
contrasts (viz. short i vs. iJ).
(23)

bilroodi
bilruushli
g}]aash)i
sitfayaa
s)faanaa
sHint
slkaawUt
s)keeni
sltaad
s)taataa
sItaatli
sltamfli
sufeetocl>

'bread'
'brush'
'glass'
'spare'
'sparmer'
'spirit'
'scout'
'scale'
'starch'
'starter'
'starch'
'stamp'
'inspector'

{buroodi }
{ bilrooshli}
{safiyaa}

{Sllaaci} }

8 An anonymous reviewer has suggested that this word has an epenthetic first vowel, based on the
putative English input' spector, with its first syllable dropped. This would explain the considerable
leap from the English beginning ins to the Hausa one, su.. Other examples, e.g. uyaataa 'theatre',

could be interpreted in a similar way (i.e. as coming from a truncated English input form with
initial theta followed by the glide y, with no vowel in between). The beauty of this explanation is
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(23)

sumoogaJ
suwaitaa
tiIroozaa

'smuggle'
'sweater'
'trousers'

(24)

faraabitl
firimiyaa9
garambaawiil
direeba
faraashl
filaawa
filaaya
filanldi
filastaa
ruaaYlm
fuloogJ.
fulootl
karanshaf
kiristaa
kulood

'private'
'premier'
{flriimiyaa}
'grand valve'
'driver'
'price'
{ faraash)i}
'flour'
{fulaawaa}
'pliers'
{fllaayaa}
'flank'
'plaster'
'prime' (before minista)
'plug'
'plot'
'crankshaft '
'Christian'
'clutch'

As an anonymous reviewer has pointed out, a preponderance of words begin
with voiceless coronals in the first list and absolutely none do in the second. We
would not be far off if we phrased the generalization as follows: words with
epenthetic first vowels have a Low tone on the first syllable if the initial
consonant is a voiceless coronal and a High tone otherwise. This would not
explain the pronunciations buroodl, buruushli, and gHaashli. However, the first
of these does have the LHL variant predicted by this rule, and it would be
difficult to rule out the possibility of alternate LHL forms for the other two as
well. Perhaps there are competing forces at work in these cases: the tendency to
assign High tone to toneless syllables whose onsets are sounds other than voiceless
that it helps to bridge the gap between the English original, which tends to have initial stress in
British English, and the Rausa, which looks on the surface as if it came from a model with
penultimate stress. The shift of stress from the first to the second syllable could be explained if the
fIrst syllable's vowel had been perceived as the glide y, with the initial stress shifted to the new
initial syllable, a fused version of the fIrst and second syllables of the original. The theta·y cluster
would then be understandably broken up with an epenthetic vowel, which, as we will see, would
receive a Low tone. As the reviewer goes on to suggest, one might even entenain similar solutions
for the problematic stress shift cases cited above, kfiiandaa 'calendar', samfaifaa 'sand paper',
silimaa 'cinema', slniimaa 'cinema'.
9 It is possible that the model for Newman's [1990] form- nriimiyaa-is the British pronunciation with stress on the fIrst syllable: PREmier. This would explain why the form behaves
tonally like reediyoo, aside from the initial syllable fl, which results from epenthesis and the
change of English p to Rausa with a Low default tone on this syllable, as with most of
Newman's other examples beginning inf. Thus, the foot structure would be fl[riimijyaa.

t,
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coronals (as in buroodi), as against the tendency to assign Low tone to syllables
containing epenthetic vowels after voiced obstruents (as in buroodi).

7. Epenthetic final vowels
We may now return to cases like s'imintIi in (Ic). In section 2, this word was
assumed to have the foot structure si[mintiij. If the final vowel is epenthetic, the
assumption that foot formation precedes any kind of epenthesis will lead us to
posit a different derivation for this word, but with the same output as before.
(25)

Foot
Epenthesis Tone Assign. Default L
simint > si[minjt > si[minjtii > si[minjtii > si[minjtii
H

L H L

Thus, one is free to analyze the fmal vowel as epenthetic synchronically or not,
without any tonal ramifications.

8. Excursus: Borrowings ending in two Low tones
This account provides some perspective on a point of Hausa tonology raised by
Newman and Jaggar [1989]. About half the fOTIns in (15) end in long vowels.
Those that end this way are repeated below in (26).
(26)

asambUJee
dLsfansilree

Irraamaree
lootilree
naasilree
reeliiwee

'assembly'
'dispensary ,
'primary school'
'lottery'
'nursery'
'railway'

A possible derivation is shown in (27).
(27)

Tone Assign.
a[samfblee >

a[samjblee >

Epenthesis

H

H

Default L

a[samjbulee> a[sam]buJee

L H

L L

After considering a variety of Hausa examples, including several m (26),
Newman and Jaggar [1989] reject the rule in (28), from Leben [1971].
(28)

Low Tone Raising
L L
#
[+Long]

~

L

H
#
[+Long]
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Low Tone Raising was proposed by Leben [1971] and Leben and Bagari
[1975] to explain a number of morphophonemic alternations in Hausa, as well as
being widely evident from surface tonal patterns. Indeed, the effect of the rule
can be seen in borrowings, since in comparison to words like slmintli, where the
fInal epenthetic vowel is Low and is preceded by a High tone, words like oofishii,
whose fmal epenthetic vowel is preceded by a Low tone, get a High tone on the
fmal syllable by the rule in (28). However, Newman and Jaggar [1989] note that
forms like those in (26) do not undergo (27) and so regard them as counterexamples.
Yet something very regular seems to be going on here. The Low-toned
penultimate vowels are all arguably epenthetic, a point made by Schuh [1989:258].
This is clearly so for reeJuwee and asambulee. The remainder all have an [r] at
the beginning of their fmal syllable. This concentration of [r]'s makes it possible to
speculate that the vowel before [r] in the English source words was deleted,
reduced, or fused with the following [r] sound, or was heard by Hausa speakers as
being reduced in this way.
These words would then have a derivation parallel to (27), as shown in (29).
(29)

Tone Assign. Epenthesis
Default L
dis[fanlsree > dis[fanlsree > dis[fanlsaree > dis[fanlsaree
H
H
L H L L

This account offers a reason why the borrowings cited by Newman and Jaggar
[1989] escape the raising of their final syllable to High: the epenthesis rule that
creates these forms applies after (28) Low Tone Raising. If we fully interpret the
proposed inputs to Epenthesis tonally, they do not meet the environment of the
rule, since there is just a single fInal Low-toned syllable rather than the required
two: asamblee, msfansree etc.
Such an account seems quite plausible, considering that, as Newman and Jaggar
[1989] allow, these forms are recent borrowings. Their connections with the
English source words are no doubt obvious to Hausa speakers with a knowledge of
the English source words, constantly reinforcing the "inserted" status of the
epenthetic vowels in question. Rule (28), on the other hand, is a lexical rule in the
sense of Kiparsky [1982], with an essentially morphophonemic function applying
to established lexical items but not to newly coined ones. lO This is supported by
Newman and Jaggar's [1989] other findings. Of the seven other groups of
"exceptions" that they list, all would more plausibly be viewed as the product of
processes at the outer reaches of the lexical phonology or in the post-lexical
10 Newman and Jaggar (1989) say that it was presented in Leben [1971] as a rule "comparable to
what today one might describe as a post-lexical rule." This is mistaken. Leben [1971) even noted a
lexical exception and, though not forseeing the advent of lexical phonology ten years later, did
entitle the article "The morphophonemics of tone in Hausa"
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phonology. Schuh [1989], in his critique of Newman and Jaggar's article, makes a
similar point. Note that four of their groups involve reduplication in the
formation of words with high emotional content: "semantically expressive"
adjective plurals (fankamaa-fankamaa), ideophonic adjectives (daraa-daraa),
ideophonic adverbs (jagee-jagee), and ideophonic action nouns (rabaa-rabaa). It
is unsurprising that these act as a class, and it is equally unsurprising that this
group does not include non-emotive constructions that involve clearly lexical
processes of reduplication, such as the formation of the intensive of verbs by
reduplicating eve or the formation of certain adjectives by reduplicating evC).
Another group on their list are vowels lengthened utterance-finally in questions.
There is no reason why these should undergo lexical rules. Slightly more
interesting are a class of "alternative L-L imperatives" which they report to be
quite common as alternatives to the standard L-H imperatives. Perhaps the case is
not unlike the Hausa borrowings in (26) whose inserted vowels remain in
speakers' consciousness because they continue to exist side-by-side with their
English source words. Having the standard L-H imperative as a lexical model,
perhaps Hausa speakers are able to derive the L-L alternative as a more conscious
process, one which understandably would escape a lexical tone rule because the
alternative is not formed by a lexical process. The final case brought up by
Newman and Jaggar [1989] adds two more exceptional adverbs, waatau/waatoo
'that is to say' and iaasarai /iaasaree 'contemptuously' to yaayaa/iaaiaa 'how',
mentioned in the initial work of Leben [1971]. The latter group seems to include
the only truly lexical exceptions on the list.
Incidentally, the analysis proposed for (26) automatically explains tone
assignment to sakandaree 'secondary school'. Due to the extra post-stress syllable
in the English model, this word has an epenthetic vowel two syllables after the
English stressed syllable. Despite this difference, the analysis predicts its outome
correctly, as the derivation in (30) demonstrates.
Tone Assign.

(30)

Epenthesis

[sakanjdree > [sakanjdree > [sakanjdaree
\ /
\ /
H
H

Default L

> [sakan jdaree
\ /
\ /
H

L

9. Conclusions
This analysis demonstrates the need for the tonal foot as a structural intermediary
between English stress and Hausa tone. Without it, there is no obvious way to
capture the complementarity between the High-Low and level High patterns that
Hausa assigns.
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Epenthetic vowels receive different tonal interpretations depending on their
position in the Rausa word. They do not receive a uniform tonal treatment in
Rausa.
The analysis also has implications for Rausa non-loan word phonology, in that
it suggests a natural reinterpretation of claims made by Newman and Jaggar
[1989].
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